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1. Introduction  

In 1920, Ludwig Prandtl published an analytical solution for the bearing capacity of a 
soil under a load, p, causing kinematic failure of the weightless infinite half
neath. The strength of the half
cohesion, c. The failure mechanism proposed by Prandtl (see the original drawing of 
Prandtl in Figure 1) has been validated by laboratory tests
by Jumikis (1956), Selig and McKee 

Prandtl subdivided the sliding soil part into three zones:
1. Zone 1:  A triangular zone below the strip load. Since there is no friction on the 

ground surface, the directions of the principal stresses are horizontal and 
cal; the largest principal stress is in the vertical direction.
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In 1920 Prandtl published an analytical solution for the bearing capacity of a 
strip footing on a weightless in-finite half-space, based on a so

wedge failure mechanism. Reissner  extended this solution for a surrounding su
charge and Keverling Buisman and Terzaghi for the soil weight. Meyerhof and other r
searchers presented correction factors for the shape of the shallow foundation, which 

the failure mechanism of circular shallow foundation
wedge failure mechanism. Meyerhof and Koppejan adapted this Prandtl

also for pile foundations. The numerical calculations made in 
e Prandtl-wedge cannot be applied to circular shallow foundations 

and pile foundations in non-cohesive soils. The failure zone (plastic zone) below a loaded 
e tip, is far wider and deeper than the Prandtl-wedge. The calculations 

also show that there is, for these axisymmetric cases, failure both in and out of the stan
plane, but most of the failure is due to out-of-plane (tangential) failure. Therefore

this failure mechanism is different from the Prandtl-wedge failure mechanism. 
esting are the circular and diagonal thin zones below the plate and around the pile tip, 

plane failure, although there is still in-plane failure. 
plane failure, the tangential (out-of-plane) stresses are relatively 

large shear strains, formed during previous shearing or sliding 

Bearing capacity; Footings; Foundations; Finite Element Modelling. 

In 1920, Ludwig Prandtl published an analytical solution for the bearing capacity of a 
, causing kinematic failure of the weightless infinite half

neath. The strength of the half-space is given by the angle of internal friction, 
. The failure mechanism proposed by Prandtl (see the original drawing of 

1) has been validated by laboratory tests, for example those performed 
by Jumikis (1956), Selig and McKee (1961), and Muhs and Weiß (1972). 

Prandtl subdivided the sliding soil part into three zones: 
Zone 1:  A triangular zone below the strip load. Since there is no friction on the 
ground surface, the directions of the principal stresses are horizontal and 
cal; the largest principal stress is in the vertical direction. 
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In 1920 Prandtl published an analytical solution for the bearing capacity of a 
, based on a so-called 

extended this solution for a surrounding sur-
Meyerhof and other re-

ctors for the shape of the shallow foundation, which 
the failure mechanism of circular shallow foundations, is related to 

wedge failure mechanism. Meyerhof and Koppejan adapted this Prandtl-
pile foundations. The numerical calculations made in 

circular shallow foundations 
The failure zone (plastic zone) below a loaded 

. The calculations 
also show that there is, for these axisymmetric cases, failure both in and out of the stand-

plane (tangential) failure. Therefore, 
wedge failure mechanism. Also inter-

esting are the circular and diagonal thin zones below the plate and around the pile tip, 
ure. In these thin 

plane) stresses are relatively 
shearing or sliding of the soil. 

In 1920, Ludwig Prandtl published an analytical solution for the bearing capacity of a 
, causing kinematic failure of the weightless infinite half-space under-

n by the angle of internal friction, , and the 
. The failure mechanism proposed by Prandtl (see the original drawing of 

, for example those performed 
.  

Zone 1:  A triangular zone below the strip load. Since there is no friction on the 
ground surface, the directions of the principal stresses are horizontal and verti-
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2. Zone 2:  A wedge with the shape of a logarithmic spiral, in which the principal 
stresses rotate through 
face equals the angle of internal friction; 

tween Zone 1 and Zone 3.
3. Zone 3:  A triangular zone adjacent to the strip load. Since there is no friction on 

the surface of the ground, the directions of pr
vertical; the largest principal stress is in the horizontal direction.

 

Fig. 1. The Prandtl

 
The solution of Prandtl was extended by Hans J. Reissner 

charge, q, and was based on the same failure mechanism. Albert S. Keverling Buisman 
(1940) and Karl Terzaghi (1943) extended the Prandtl
weight,  . It was Terzaghi (1943) who wrote the 
superposition of the three separate bearing capacity 

1

2v c qp cN qN BN  

where Nc, Nq, N are the bearing 
charge and soil-weight (-), c is the cohesion (kPa), 
tive soil weight (kN/m3) and B

The cohesion bearing capacity factor fol

 tan 1 cotc pN K e    

where  is the friction angle of the soil and 
The surcharge bearing capacity factor follows from the solution of Reissner (1924):   

2

tan3

1
q p p

r
N K K e

r
  

    
 

Keverling Buisman (1940), Terzaghi (1943), Caquot and Kérisel (1953), Meyerhof (1951; 
1953; 1963; 1965), Brinch Hansen (1970), Vesic (1973
quently proposed different equations for the soil
fore the following equations for the soil
literature:  
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Zone 2:  A wedge with the shape of a logarithmic spiral, in which the principal 
stresses rotate through 90 , from Zone 1 to Zone 3. The pitch of the sliding su

equals the angle of internal friction;   , creating a smooth transition b

tween Zone 1 and Zone 3. 
Zone 3:  A triangular zone adjacent to the strip load. Since there is no friction on 
the surface of the ground, the directions of principal stress are horizontal and 
vertical; the largest principal stress is in the horizontal direction.

The Prandtl-wedge failure mechanism (Prandtl, 1920).

The solution of Prandtl was extended by Hans J. Reissner (1924) for 
, and was based on the same failure mechanism. Albert S. Keverling Buisman 

(1940) and Karl Terzaghi (1943) extended the Prandtl-Reissner formula for the soil 
. It was Terzaghi (1943) who wrote the equation for the bearing capacity

the three separate bearing capacity components:  

p cN qN BN  

bearing capacity coefficients for respectively 
is the cohesion (kPa), q is the surcharge (kPa), 
B is the width of the strip load (m). 

The cohesion bearing capacity factor follows from the solution of Prandtl (1920): 

1 cot    with:   1 sin

1 sinpK







 

is the friction angle of the soil and Kp is the passive earth pressure coefficient (
The surcharge bearing capacity factor follows from the solution of Reissner (1924):   

tanN K K e        with:   1 sin

1 sinpK







 

Keverling Buisman (1940), Terzaghi (1943), Caquot and Kérisel (1953), Meyerhof (1951; 
1953; 1963; 1965), Brinch Hansen (1970), Vesic (1973, 1975), and Chen (1975) subs
quently proposed different equations for the soil-weight bearing capacity factor 
fore the following equations for the soil-weight bearing capacity factor can be found in the 

Zone 2:  A wedge with the shape of a logarithmic spiral, in which the principal 
, from Zone 1 to Zone 3. The pitch of the sliding sur-

, creating a smooth transition be-

Zone 3:  A triangular zone adjacent to the strip load. Since there is no friction on 
incipal stress are horizontal and 

vertical; the largest principal stress is in the horizontal direction. 

 

1920). 

 a surrounding sur-
, and was based on the same failure mechanism. Albert S. Keverling Buisman 

Reissner formula for the soil 
bearing capacity as a 

 (1) 

efficients for respectively the cohesion, sur-
is the surcharge (kPa),  is the effec-

lows from the solution of Prandtl (1920):  

 (2) 

is the passive earth pressure coefficient (-). 
The surcharge bearing capacity factor follows from the solution of Reissner (1924):    

 (3) 

Keverling Buisman (1940), Terzaghi (1943), Caquot and Kérisel (1953), Meyerhof (1951; 
, 1975), and Chen (1975) subse-

weight bearing capacity factor N. There-
weight bearing capacity factor can be found in the 
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There is however, a clear difference in bearing capacity between the numerical and ana-
lytical solutions, especially for higher friction angles. The reason for this is that the solu-
tions of Equations 2, 3 and 4 are all based on extreme dilatant (associated) soil, for which 
the dilatancy angle    . Loukidis et al. (2008) already noticed, from their numerical 
calculations, that non-dilatant (i.e. non-associated) soil is 15% - 30% weaker (lower bear-
ing capacity factors) than extreme dilatant soil, and it has also a rougher (less steady) 
failure pattern. This difference between the (extreme dilatant or associated) analytical 
solutions and the (non-dilatant or non-associated) numerical results, has been explained 
by Knudsen and Mortensen (2016): The higher the friction angle, the wider the logarith-
mic spiral (larger pitch) of the Prandtl-wedge and the more the stresses reduce during 
failure. Therefore, the analytical formulas are only kinematically admissible for associat-
ed flow. The problem of associated soil is that its high dilatancy angle is very unrealistic 
for natural soils. Especially for higher friction angles, the error in the calculated bearing 
capacity factor, is very high for non-dilatant soils, so it is better to use numerically de-
rived bearing capacity factors, for example, as presented by Van Baars (2015, 2016): 

 
 

 

2 tan
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1 cot
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 (5) 

 
George G. Meyerhof (1953) was the first to propose equations for inclined loads. He was 

also the first in 1963 to write the formula for the (vertical) bearing capacity pv with di-
mensionless bearing capacity factors (N), inclination factors (i) and shape factors (s), for 
the three independent bearing components: cohesion (c), surcharge (q) and soil-weight (): 

1

2
.v c c c q q qp i s cN i s qN i s BN      (6) 

Jørgen A. Brinch Hansen (1970) also adopted this formula, which is still used nowadays. 
If the shape of the foundation area is not an infinitely long strip, but a rectangular area, 
of width B and length L (where it is assumed, that the width is the shortest dimension, i,e, 
L B ), correction factors for the shape are used. Meyerhof (1963) was the first to publish 
shape factors:  

1 0.1 sin , 1 0.2q p c p

B B
s s K s K

L L         with:   
1 sin

1 sinpK







 (7) 

A few years later, De Beer (1967, 1970) published his shape factors, based on laboratory 
experiments. Brinch Hansen (1970) based his shape factors on the experimental results of 
De Beer. So the most commonly used shape factors are (for B L ): 
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1 0.2 , 1 sin , 1 0.3 .c q

B B B
s s s

L L L       (8) 

In practice for circular shallow foundations, it is assumed that there is no difference 
with square foundations ( 1B L  ). Knudsen and Mortensen (2016) compared for friction-

less soils ( 0  ), the bearing capacity for axisymmetric (2D Plaxis), circular, and square 
foundations (both 3D Plaxis). They found very similar results (deviation less than 3%). 
This means that the shape factors can also be studied with axisymmetric calculations. 

From several publications, for example Zhu and Michalowski (2005), and Tapper et al. 

(2015), it follows that the shape factors are related to 
B

L
, and not to 

B

L
. Van Baars 

(2015) proposed therefore the following shape factors, based on axisymmetric finite ele-
ment calculations on non-dilatant soils:  

 1 0.7 0.5 tan ,

2
1 0.7 tan ,

3

1 0.6 exp( .
4

c

q

B
s

L

B
s

L

B
s

L








   

     
 

      
 

 (9) 

 

2. Axisymmetric failure versus plane strain failure 

The use of shape factors would suggest that only a certain small correction is needed to 
go from the Prandtl-wedge plane strain failure mechanism to an axisymmetric failure 
mechanism. Since this is unclear, the main purpose of this study is to check the failure 
mechanism for axial-symmetric foundations. 

There is a risk in assuming a Prandtl-wedge shaped failure mechanism for circular 
shaped loaded areas, such as for example Figure 2. The resulting shape factors would be 
far too high, according to Finite Element calculations of Van Baars (2014, 2015, 2016), but 
also according to the laboratory tests of De Beer. The reason for this is that the ground 
surface area of zone 3 of the Prandtl wedge (i.e. the triangular shaped zone not below but 
adjacent to the load), becomes too big, creating too much support, so before this Prandtl-
wedge failure mechanism can occur, already another mechanism occurs.  

For the strip load (plane strain failure) the lowest principal stress, in zone 3 of the 
wedge, is the vertical stress, which is zero without a surcharge, and the largest principal 
stress is the horizontal stress (perpendicular to the load).  

For the circular load (axisymmetric failure) however, the lowest principal stress, in zone 
3 of the wedge, is not the vertical stress, but the tangential stress (out of the x-y plane), 
which can be even zero. Due to this cleaving failure mechanism, the bearing capacity of a 
circular load will be far less than of a strip load, resulting in shape factors below “1”. 
Therefore an adittional purpose of this study is to check the out-of-plane stresses for axi-
symmetric foundations. 
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Fig. 2 Prandtl

 
The success of the analytical solution for shallow foundations 

try something similar for pile foundations. 
pile foundations were Keverling Buisman (1935, 1940) and Meyerhof (1951), but they fo
got about the shape factors, because the
erhof proposed a failure mechanism 
type failure, but with, instead of a triangular shaped zone 3,
ral shaped zone 2, which continues all the way up to the pile shaft, see 
Figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Prandtl

 
Other researchers, for example Van Mierlo & Koppejan (1952) and Caquot and Kerisel 

(1966) have adopted this extended logarithmic spiral shape failure mechanism around the 
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Prandtl-wedge approach for circular loaded areas. 

The success of the analytical solution for shallow foundations inspired
try something similar for pile foundations. The first who applied the 
pile foundations were Keverling Buisman (1935, 1940) and Meyerhof (1951), but they fo
got about the shape factors, because these were first published by Meyerhof in 1963. 
erhof proposed a failure mechanism near the pile tip, which is a sort of Prandtl

, instead of a triangular shaped zone 3, an extended logarithmic sp
which continues all the way up to the pile shaft, see 

 

Prandtl-wedge failure near a pile tip (Meyerhof, 1951)

Other researchers, for example Van Mierlo & Koppejan (1952) and Caquot and Kerisel 
(1966) have adopted this extended logarithmic spiral shape failure mechanism around the 

5 

  

 

inspired researchers to 
The first who applied the Prandtl-wedge for 

pile foundations were Keverling Buisman (1935, 1940) and Meyerhof (1951), but they for-
were first published by Meyerhof in 1963. Mey-

sort of Prandtl-wedge 
an extended logarithmic spi-

which continues all the way up to the pile shaft, see the right side of 

 

a pile tip (Meyerhof, 1951). 

Other researchers, for example Van Mierlo & Koppejan (1952) and Caquot and Kerisel 
(1966) have adopted this extended logarithmic spiral shape failure mechanism around the 
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pile tip. For the determination of the bearing capacity of the tip of a foundation pile now-
adays, still the general this concept of Meyerhof is used, see for example Vesic, 1967, or 
Fang, 1990. 

 

 

Fig.  4. Logarithmic spiral shape failure mechanism around a pile tip 

 (Van Mierlo & Koppejan, 1952). 

 
In many countries, the design of the pile bearing capacity is based on the bearing capac-

ity (qc-value) measured with the cone of the Cone Penetration Test (CPT). The thin CPT 
cone, as a model test, has a smaller diameter D and is unfortunately far more sensitive for 
the discontinuities of the subsoil as real piles. Therefore, every CPT-based method needs 
a rule for “smoothening” the measured discontinuities over a certain distance. The dis-
tance over which this “smoothening” rule must be applied is, in case of the Koppejan’s 
method (Van Mierlo & Koppejan, 1952), based on this logarithmic spiral shape failure 
mechanism, see Figure  4. Because of this logarithmic spiral, the failure zone is, in the 
Koppejan’s method, assumed to reach from 0,7 D to 4 D below the pile tip, until 8 D  
above the pile tip. 

This failure mechanism is however incorrect. Although the soil, below the level of the 
pile tip, can rotate away from the pile, a slip failure along this logarithmic spiral, above 
the level of the pile tip, is impossible, since this soil cannot rotate towards the pile and 
will not finally disappear in the pile. 

Laboratory model tests, see Figure  5, and numerical simulations show another failure 
mechanism: a global, balloon shaped, failure zone. The failure zone is mostly below, and 
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not above, the level of the pile tip; from 5 to 6 D below the pile tip, until 2 or 3 D above the 
pile tip for a fully elasto-plastic soil (for example in Figure  9). This shows that it is not 
correct to assume a Prandtl-wedge type failure mechanism near the tip of a foundation 
pile, or to derive the smoothing zone from the shape of a logarithmic spiral.  

 

  

Fig. 5. Global failure below pile tip in crushable sand. 

(Picture from Kyushu University, Geotechnical Engineering Research Group) 

 

3. Failure mechanism of circular shallow foundations 

3.1. Numerical simulation 

In order to check the axisymmetric failure mechanism for shallow foundations, finite el-
ement model calculations have been made with Plaxis 2D. A Mohr-Coulomb soil model 
has been used for a fine, wide mesh with 15-node elements. The soil has a Young’s modu-
lus of E = 50 MPa and a Poisson’s ratio of  = 0.3. The groundwater level is at the surface. 

The used plate for the shallow foundation has been simulated with a displacement-
controlled calculation, in which the horizontal displacements are fixed below the plate, 
creating an infinite stiff and rough plate. The plate has a radius of 2.0 m.  

 

3.2. Results: in-plane versus out-of-plane failure zones 

For shallow foundations, there are three different bearing capacity components: the co-
hesion, the surcharge and the soil-weight. Since the focus is on non-cohesive materials, 
the cohesion component will not be discussed here. 
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Fig. 6. Surcharge Case: Relative shear stress (left: in-plane; right: out-of-plane). 
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The surcharge component is studied by using a non-cohesive soil with a zero effective 

weight. Figure 6 shows, for a circular shallow foundation, with adjacent surcharge q, the 
relative shear stresses for both the x-y plane, and also out of this plane, so for a plane in-
cluding the tangential z-direction, or “out-of-plane” direction. This figure shows that the 
failure zone (plastic zone) is far wider and deeper than the Prandtl-wedge. It also shows 
that there is failure both in and out of the standard x-y plane, but most of the failure is 
due to out-of-plane failure (this failure zone is much bigger). Therefore, the axisymmetric 
failure mechanism is different from the Prandtl-wedge failure mechanism. Since Plaxis 
2D does not distinguish for its plots between out-of-plane and in-plane failure, a User De-
fined Soil Model has been programmed as a Dynamic Link Library in which the, out-of-
plane and in-plane, relative normal and shear stress ratios were defined as State Parame-
ters, which can be plotted in Plaxis. 

 

3.3. Results: relative tangential stress versus relative shear stress 

Figure 7 shows on the right again a detailed plot of the relative out-of-plane shear 
stress, which indicates that most of the soil is failing. Near the loaded circular foundation 
plate, there are only some thin zones not failing. Figure 7 shows on the left the relative 
tangential (out-of-plane) stress zz . This stress is in most cases as low as the lowest prin-

cipal stress 3 , but near the loaded circular foundation plate, there are some thin zones 

where the tangential stress zz  is even as high as the highest principal stress 1 . 

Figure 7 shows that the thin zones which are not failing, are exactly the zones where 
the tangential stress zz  is as high as the highest principal stress 1 . These zones were 

formed during former internal (in plane) sliding during loading. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 7. Out-of-plane failure: relative tangential stress (left) versus relative shear stress (right). 
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Fig. 8. Soil-weight Case: Relative shear stress (left: in-plane; right: out-of-plane). 
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Figure 8 shows the results for the 

has been used with effective 
ure shows, for a circular shallow foundation, the relative shear stresses for 
direction (on the left) and the 
charge Case (Figure 6) there is 
failure is out-of-plane failure
the thin shear lines appear. So, just as for the Surcharge Case, 
different from the Prandtl-wedge

 

4. Failure mechanism of circular

4.1. Numerical simulation 

In order to check the axisymmetric failure mechanism for pile foundations, 
finite element calculations have been made with Plaxis 2D
has been used for a fine, wide mesh with 15
lus of E = 50 MPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 
surface. The pile has a high Young’s modulus of 
and roughness coefficient of R

 

4.2. Results: in-plane versus out

The failure mechanism for pile foundations can be studied in the same way as for sha
low foundations. 

Fig. 9. Relative shear stress
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Figure 8 shows the results for the soil-weight component, in which a
effective self-weight  ’ = 10 kN/m3, and without a 

hows, for a circular shallow foundation, the relative shear stresses for 
direction (on the left) and the “out-of-plane” direction (on the right). Just as for the Su

there is both in-plane and out-of-plane failure, but most of the 
plane failure (failure zone is much bigger). Also after some deformation 

the thin shear lines appear. So, just as for the Surcharge Case, this failure mechanism is 
edge failure mechanism. 

circular pile foundations 

axisymmetric failure mechanism for pile foundations, 
finite element calculations have been made with Plaxis 2D. A Mohr-Coulomb soil model 

wide mesh with 15-node elements. The soil has a Young’s mod
= 50 MPa and a Poisson’s ratio of  = 0.3. The groundwater level is at the 

ile has a high Young’s modulus of E =  30 GPa, a Poisson’s ratio of 
R = 0.70. The pile has a radius of 0.20 m and is 10 

plane versus out-of-plane failure zones 

failure mechanism for pile foundations can be studied in the same way as for sha

Relative shear stress, around the pile tip (left: in-plane; right: out

11 

, in which a non-cohesive soil 
surcharge. The fig-

hows, for a circular shallow foundation, the relative shear stresses for the “in-plane” 
Just as for the Sur-

failure, but most of the 
Also after some deformation 

this failure mechanism is 

axisymmetric failure mechanism for pile foundations, additional 
Coulomb soil model 

The soil has a Young’s modu-
roundwater level is at the ground 

a Poisson’s ratio of  = 0.10, 
The pile has a radius of 0.20 m and is 10 m long. 

failure mechanism for pile foundations can be studied in the same way as for shal-

 

plane; right: out-of-plane). 
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Figure 9 shows, for a circular pile foundation, the relative shear stresses for both the x-

y plane (in-plane), and also out of this plane (out-of-plane). This figure shows that there is 
failure both in-pane and out-of-plane, but most of the failure is due to out-of-plane failure 
(the failure zone is much bigger). The only zone where this is the opposite, is the zone just 
above the pile tip, around the pile; here there is mostly in-plane failure. The zone with (in- 
or out-of-plane) failure is round as a ball, just as in Figure 5. So, also for pile foundations, 
the failure mechanism is different from the Prandtl-wedge failure mechanism, but shows 
great similarities with the axisymmetric failure mechanism of a shallow foundation. 

 

4.3. Results: tangential stress, shear stress and shear strain 

Also interesting in figure 9 are the circular thin zones around the pile tip, where there 
is no out-of-plane failure (but still in-plane failure!). The explanation for this follows from 
figure 10. This figure shows the relative tangential stress versus relative shear stress, 
around the pile tip. At the thin circular zones without out-of-plane failure, the tangential 
(out-of-plane) stresses are relatively high. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. Relative tangential stress versus relative shear stress, around the pile tip. 
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Figure 11 shows the reason for the relatively high tangential (out-of-plane) stresses. 
The zones of the relatively high tangential (out-of-plane) stresses or relatively low shear 
stresses (figure 11 on the right), are exactly the zones of relatively large (in plane) shear 
strains (figure 11 on the left). These shear lines can also be found in the figures 6, 7 and 8 
for shallow foundations. These shear zones are created, because the inner circles rotate 
faster than the outside circles of the soil below the pile tip. So it seems that, this in-plane 
shearing or sliding allows the soil also to shear partially in tangential direction (the low-
est stress direction), which increases the stresses in tangential direction.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. Incremental shear strain versus relative shear stress, around the pile tip. 

 

5. Conclusions 

The numerical calculations made in this article show that the failure zone (plastic zone) 
below a loaded circular plate or pile tip, is far wider and deeper than a Prandtl-wedge. 
These calculations also show that there is, for these axisymmetric cases, failure both in 
and out of the standard x-y plane, but the out-of-plane (tangential) failure zone is clearly 
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larger than the in-plane failure zone. Therefore, this failure mechanism is different from 
the Prandtl-wedge failure mechanism. 

Also interesting are the circular and diagonal thin zones below the plate and around the 
pile tip, where there is no out-of-plane failure (but still in-plane failure!). The reason for 
the existence of these zones is that, in these thin zones without out-of-plane failure, the 
tangential (out-of-plane) stresses are relatively high. The relatively high tangential (out-
of-plane) stresses in these zones are caused by the relatively large shear strains. In these 
thin zones, the soil is shearing or sliding, because the inner circles rotate faster than the 
outside circles of soil below the pile tip. This shearing or sliding allows the soil also to 
shear partially in tangential direction (because it is the direction with the lowest stress), 
which increases the stresses in tangential direction.  
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